Hydrogen bonding interactions play an important role in many chemical and physical processes occurring in bulk liquids and at interfaces. In this study, hydrous species (H 2 O and Si-OH) on nano-porous alteration layers (gels) formed on a boroaluminosilicate glass called International Simple Glass corroded in aqueous solutions at pH 7 and pH 9, and initially saturated with soluble siliconcontaining species were analyzed using linear and non-linear vibrational spectroscopy in combination with molecular dynamics simulations. The simulation results revealed various possible types of hydrogen bonds among these hydrous species in nanoconfinement environments with their populations depending on pore-size distribution. The nano-porous gels formed on corroded glass surfaces enhance hydrogen bond strength between hydrous species as revealed by attenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy. Sum frequency generation spectroscopy showed some significant differences in hydrogen bonding interactions on alteration layers formed at pH 7 and pH 9. The glass dissolution under the leaching conditions used in this study has been known to be ten times faster at pH 7 in comparison to that at pH 9 due to unknown reasons. The simulation and experimental results obtained in this study indicate that the water mobility in the gel formed at pH 9 could be slower than that in the gel formed at pH 7, and as a result, the leaching rate at pH 9 is slower than that at pH 7.
INTRODUCTION
Borosilicate glass has been used as a host matrix for radioactive wastes in the nuclear industry due to its good processability, chemical durability, radiation stability, and high-load capacity. [1] [2] [3] However, during its storage in repository locations, nuclear waste glass could get into contact with underground water, if the repository is damaged, leading to aqueous corrosion of glass and release of radioactive elements into the geosphere. [4] [5] [6] Nuclear glass corrosion occurs at a rate on the order of 0.1-1 µm/day at 90°C in the first stage (Stage-I) and then it gradually slows down due to the formation of an alteration layer on the surface and the increase of solution concentrations of network former and modifier species being released from the glass matrix. 6, 7 The corrosion process enters the second stage (Stage-II) when the corrosion solution is saturated with respect to soluble siliconcontaining species. 8 It would be ideal if the corrosion process remains in this stage until the radioactive decay of the nuclear waste diminishes to the safe level. The corrosion rate in Stage-II is limited mainly by the transport of mobile species within the nanoporous alteration layer, 7, 9 especially diffusion of water and solvated ionic species. To understand the mechanism of glass corrosion in the second stage, it is therefore very important to obtain information on interfacial behaviors of hydrous species (molecular water and Si-OH) on the alteration layer; particularly, hydrogen bonding interactions between these species are expected to affect the transport of water molecules in the alteration layer.
Transport properties and hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species in the nano-porous materials have been investigated using various analytical techniques and computational simulations. Computational studies showed that transport and hydrogen bonding interactions can be significantly altered by the confinement in nanoscale geometry. 9, 21, [34] [35] [36] The alteration layer formed on glass upon corrosion in aqueous solution has been shown to be nano-porous and transport of water within the layer has been characterized in some experimental studies. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] One of the most efficient methods to probe hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species is vibrational spectroscopy, especially infrared (IR) and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy. That is because the OH stretch band is very sensitive to the strength of hydrogen bonding interactions. 44, 45 While IR spectroscopy has been used to study the ingress of water into glass surface upon leaching/corroding in aqueous solution, only changes in total amount of hydrous species were considered in most studies. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] For hydrous species at interfaces, SFG has been shown to be a powerful tool. 44, 45, 52 To the best of our knowledge, there are only two reports studying hydrous species on glass surfaces leached in pH 1 aqueous solutions using SFG spectroscopy. 47, 48 In these studies, however, the porous structure of leached layer was unknown and only hydrous species in non-centrosymmetric medium (a medium without an inversion center) were analyzed. A comprehensive study of the alteration layer combining elemental analysis, poresize characterization, and analysis of hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species (H 2 O and SiOH) in both centrosymmetric and non-centrosymmetric media is critically needed to understand aqueous glass corrosion mechanism and transport of molecular water and other mobile species within the nanoporous alteration layer.
In this study, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) were used to determine the chemical composition, porosity and pore-size distribution, as well as thickness of the alteration layers formed on a model nuclear waste glass called International Simple Glass (ISG) 53 corroded in aqueous solutions of pH 7 and pH 9 at 90°C for short (7 days) and long (2046 days) durations. The former pH condition is representative of a granitic-type aquifer and the latter condition corresponds to the pH buffered by boron species released from the glass. 38, 54 Attenuated total reflectance infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy and SFG spectroscopy were then used to study hydrogen bonding interactions on these layers. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed to better understand the effects of pore size on hydrogen bond length distributions in nano-porous gels. Results from XPS show that elemental compositions of alteration layers formed in solutions at different pH values are quite similar, while SE results reveal an increase in pore size with corrosion time in aqueous solutions. ATR-IR spectroscopy shows the dominance of solid-like hydrous species (strongly hydrogen-bonded hydrous species) in the alteration layers and SFG spectroscopy reveals some differences in hydrogen bonding interactions on ISG corroded at pH 7 and pH 9. The results from various techniques in this study provide a better understanding of hydrous species on the alteration layers that would further improve our understanding of glass corrosion mechanism.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XPS depth profile
The thickness and depth profiles of alteration layers formed on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 are given in Table 1 and Fig. 1 , respectively. The results show that the thicknesses of altered layers on ISG corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in pH 7 solutions are~750 nm and~2400 nm, respectively. The alteration layers on ISG corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in pH 9 solutions, however, are much thinner in comparison to those on ISG corroded in pH 7 solutions for the same corrosion times. They are only~150 nm and~300 nm for 7-day-and 2046-day-corroded samples, respectively. These thickness values reveal that the initial corrosion rate of ISG, as well as the steady-state thickness of the alteration layer in silica-saturated solution are much lower at pH 9 than pH 7. 38, 54 The alteration layers in Fig. 1 show the nearly complete depletion of Na and B, and the retention of Ca, which is consistent with the previous literature. 42, 55 The added electrolyte (K + in this study) in the corrosion solution can ingress into the alteration layer and the type of electrolyte also affects the retention of Ca in the layer. 42 The Zr and Al concentrations are lower near the surface than in the deeper region and this is due to the higher concentration of O at the surface. The fact that the Al/Si ratios in the alteration layer and the bulk are very close to each other (except near the external surface) could mean two possibilities-either congruent dissolution or no dissolution of Al and Si into the corrosion solutions used in this study. Since the aqueous solution was initially saturated with soluble silica-containing species, the latter is expected to be the case; but, if the speciation of soluble silica changes, 56,57 then a limited dissolution of Si is also possible at the beginning of the corrosion treatment. Furthermore, the gel is in a local minimum according to a thermodynamic point of view and it could undergo hydrolysis/condensation reactions to reach a more stable state. 58 The elemental compositions of alteration layers formed on ISG samples corroded in solutions at different pH values in this study are very similar as revealed in Fig. 1 (see also Supplementary Figs 1 and 2 in the SI). The samples were prepared at the same time and treated in the same environmental conditions for the same duration, except the solution pH and K + ion concentration; the factors contributing to such stark differences in corrosion rate and alteration layer thickness at these pH conditions are not well known. 38, 54 An understanding of this difference would help design glass and corrosion conditions with better corrosion resistance.
Porosity and pore-size distribution of alteration layers Information on porosity and pore-size distribution of alteration layers is very important to understand the glass corrosion process in aqueous solutions. Water transport, dynamics, and structure in nano-porous materials have been shown to be different from those in the bulk. 9, 20, 21, 32, 59 It was shown for alteration layers formed on ISG corroded in aqueous solutions that there is an evolution of pore size in the layers with corrosion time and it is accompanied by a structural rearrangement of the alteration layer. 9, 40 In consequence, the transport and behavior of water and mobile elements would change with the evolution of alteration layer and they need to be considered in theoretical modeling and computational simulation of glass corrosion.
Ellipsometric angles (Ψ and Δ) and optical models of ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 are given in Fig. 2 . The ellipsometric angles and optical models were determined for the samples at 0% relative humidity (RH). During the drying process at 0% RH, physisorbed water molecules in open pores are desorbed. The optical models at 0% RH estimate thickness, void and solid volume fractions of the alteration layers. 40 The SE results show that the thickness of alteration layer determined from SE is comparable to that determined from XPS depth profiling (see Table 1 ). The porosity values of the thickest sublayers of alteration layers given in Fig. 2 are comparable within the experimental uncertainty, and they are also comparable to the porosity of the gel formed in the presence of K + ions as reported by Collin et al. 42 The SE models at 0% RH also revealed a nonuniformity of the alteration layer in terms of porosity, which is congruent with the previously reported literature. [38] [39] [40] [41] Humidity-dependent SE experiments were then performed to determine average pore size and pore-size distribution (when possible) in the alteration layers. 40 The water adsorption isotherms at room temperature (~22°C) and pore-size (diameter) distribution of alteration layers are given in Fig. 3 . The ISG samples corroded for 7 days at pH 7 and pH 9 show type-I isotherm indicating that the average pore sizes in the alteration layers on these samples are much smaller than 2 nm. 60 The isotherms of 2046-daycorroded samples show type-IV isotherm with some hysteresis due to capillary condensation; then, the pore sizes were calculated using the Kelvin equation. 40, 60 The pore-size distributions of alteration layers on these samples were determined by taking the first derivative of water volume fraction versus the pore diameter. The pore network structure of alteration layer is unknown, thus both branches of the hysteresis loop were used for calculations of pore-size distributions.
The shapes of type-IV isotherm on two ISG samples corroded for 2046 days are different. This means that the pore fractions, pore sizes, and pore inter-connections are different in the two alteration layers. 61, 62 The pore-size distributions in Fig. 3 reveal that there is a higher population of large pores (>2 nm) in the pH 7, 2046-day-corroded layer in comparison to that in the pH 9, 2046-day-corroded layer. This difference in pore-size distribution can lead to a difference in transport properties of water and Table 1 . Alteration layer thickness on corroded ISG coupons.
Samples
Thickness by XPS (nm) Thickness by SE (nm) mobile species in these alteration layers, and it may be one of the factors contributing to higher corrosion rate of ISG in solutions at pH 7 than pH 9 (Figs 1 and 2). The size of pores in alteration layers formed on ISG glass and other glasses corroded in aqueous solutions has been reported in several studies using different analytical techniques. [38] [39] [40] [41] 63 Kinosita measured humidity-dependent refractive index of surface layers formed on acid treated dense flint and dense crown glasses and found the presence of pores with a mean pore radius from 6 to 23 Å. Using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Gin et al. 39 observed a 10 μm thick microporous layer with a range of pore diameter from 10 to 170 nm on a SON68 glass block corroded for 25.75 years in granitic groundwater at 90°C and 100 bar. The presence of a layer with~1 nm pore on ISG corroded in aqueous solutions for <1 year was also reported. 38, 41 The evolution of pore size in alteration layer of ISG with corrosion time in aqueous solution up to 1625 days was demonstrated by Ngo et al. 40 using humidity-dependent spectroscopic ellipsometry. The pore-size distribution on ISG sample corroded for 2046 days in the same conditions is very different from that on 1625-day-corroded sample (see Supplementary Fig. 3 in the SI). It means that the gel layer was still continuously reorganizing when the ISG sample was kept in the solution for a longer time. 9 The nano-porous structure of alteration layer suggests that transport of mobile species and hydrogen bonding interactions in the layer would deviate from those in bulk liquid water and they would change with the evolution of alteration layer during the corrosion process in aqueous solution.
MD simulations of hydrogen bonds in nano-porous silica gels
The pore structure of the alteration layer is very complicated with a distribution of pore sizes. 64 The interactions between pore wall (consisting of silanol and siloxane groups) and molecular water, as well as between water molecules within the nanopores can result in the formation of various types of hydrogen bonding interactions in the nano-porous alteration layer. MD simulations were performed to investigate different types of hydrogen bonds in nano-porous gel structures with the backbone aluminosilicate glass having the composition of 76.8% SiO 2 , 14.4% Al 2 O 3 , and 8.8% CaO (in mole%). The MD simulations revealed the presence of various types of hydrogen bonds and their characteristic bond length distributions. Figure 4 shows two most abundant and one minor types of hydrogen bonds (HBs) and corresponding hydrogen bond length (O···HO) distributions in nano-porous silica gels of different pore sizes generated at various temperatures in simulations (see Fig. 9 in the Methods for pore-size distributions). Other minor HB types and bond length distributions can be found in the Supplementary Information ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). The MD simulation results in Fig. 4 show that HBs can be formed between water molecules in pores, between silanol groups and the water molecules, and between the water molecules and siloxane bridging oxygen (BO) group. The different normalizing factors in the plots indicate that the most probable value of the HB length distribution changes with pore size.
For the HBs between water molecules, the average HB length at all pore sizes is~1.80 Å, which is close to that of bulk water. 34 However, there is a slight shift in the distribution of HB length in the Gel298 to the shorter length indicating that the population of stronger HBs between water molecules increases with a decrease in the pore size. The water molecules are closer due to the limited space.
For the case of HBs between the oxygen of water and the hydrogen of SiOH (silanol), the average HB length is~1.72 Å, which is less than that between water molecules in the pores. This indicates that the HB of water molecule with the silanol group at the internal surface is stronger than the HB between two water molecules. Furthermore, the distribution of HB lengths in Gel298 is slightly shifted to the longer distance relative to that in Gel398 and Gel598. This shift means that the fraction of water molecules having weaker HB interactions with SiOH groups at the internal surface of pores increases when pores are smaller.
The average HB length between the BO atom and the hydrogen of water (~1.90 Å) is significantly longer than the HB lengths in the two previous cases. This type of HB was considered to be responsible for the SFG vibrational mode centered at~3660 cm −1 at the silica/water interface in the study by Cyran et al. 65 The layer of "surface water", which has structure and dynamics different from that of bulk liquid water can be as thick as 0.9 nm (~3 monolayers); 21,66 thus for pore diameter of <2 nm, the hydrogen bonding interactions occur mostly between hydrous species with "surface" characteristics.
The HB length distributions of hydrous species inside nanopores of the alteration layer provide critical information needed for spectral interpretation of the OH stretching vibrations. It is well known the OH stretch band position is a function of the HB strength. Figure 5 is a reproduction of the empirical as well as theoretical relationship between the OH stretch peak position and the O···HO distance. [67] [68] [69] Based on the HB length distribution found in the MD simulations, the molecular water species hydrogen bonding to each other ( Fig. 4a ) are expected to produce a broad OH stretch band centered at 3400-3500 cm −1 . The silanol group hydrogen bonded to molecular water ( Fig. 4c ) will produce a band centered at 3200-3300 cm −1 ; this band would be even broader than the band at 3400-3500 cm −1 because the O···HO distance dependence of the peak position is larger in this strongly hydrogen-bonded region. The water molecules hydrogen-bonded to the siloxane BO atom ( Fig. 4e ) will produce a narrower band around 3500-3680 cm −1 . However, it should be noted that due to the broad distribution of the O···HO distance ( Fig. 4b, d , f), the OH stretch bands of these hydrogen-bonded species will overlap significantly. Thus, without knowing the exact distribution of hydrogen bonding interactions, it would be difficult to do quantitative deconvolution of the experimental spectra into various hydrous species. For example, the two hydrogen-bonded silanol groups ( Supplementary Fig. 5a ) and the silanol group hydrogen bonded to a siloxane BO atom ( Supplementary Fig. 5e ) can also produce broad bands near 3400-3500 cm −1 , although their contributions would be small due to lower probability ( Supplementary Fig. 5b , f) compared to the hydrogen-bonded molecular water species (Fig. 4b ). The water molecules donating the hydrogen to the silanol oxygen atom ( Supplementary Fig. 5c ) can also contribute to the band near 3500-3680 cm −1 . A very weak hydrogen bonding interactions (for example, with the O···HO distance longer than 2 Å) will induce only a minor red-shift of the OH peak mode from the free-OH stretch position (3740 cm −1 ).
Hydrogen bonding interactions between surface silanol and water at the silica/water interface have been studied extensively through MD simulations. 34, [70] [71] [72] [73] The HB lengths at a neat water/ silica interface and electrolyte/silica interfaces were calculated and 7 days, pH7 2046 days, pH7 7 days, pH9 2046 days, pH9 the results showed that the intra-surface HB between silanol and silanol is weakened significantly when electrolytes are present at the interface. 73 This study also showed that the perturbing effect of cation adsorption on interfacial properties is stronger than that of anion adsorption. 71 The acidity of surface silanol groups varies with the type of electrolyte present at the interface. 72 The results in these studies were obtained for flat silica/water interface; however, hydrogen bonding interactions could be further complicated when effects of confined geometry are considered. The MD simulations in the present study were performed without electrolyte ions in the pores while alteration layers in real applications would contain mobile ion species. 42 Further simulation studies including electrolytes in nanopores therefore are needed to provide a better understanding of hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species in the alteration layer.
ATR-IR spectra of hydrous species in the alteration layer Alteration layers on corroded ISG samples were shown to be nanoporous with larger pore sizes on samples corroded for a longer time in aqueous solutions. ATR-IR spectroscopy was used to obtain vibrational spectra of all hydrous species in these porous layers.
The spectra were measured at~37% RH and are given in Fig. 6a . At this relative humidity, about 3/4 of the void volume fraction of alteration layer determined at 0% RH condition is filled with molecular water and capillary condensation and evaporation are occurring on 2046-day-corroded samples (see Fig. 3 ). The IR spectra of hydrous species in the alteration layers are quite similar although their thicknesses are significantly different. ATR-IR spectroscopy is a linear optical technique and spectral intensity or integrated peak area is proportional to the amount of detected species within the probing volume. Figure 6a shows that at 37% RH, the amount of hydrous species detected within the ATR-IR probing volume is the largest for the ISG sample corroded for 7 days at pH 7 and the smallest for the one corroded for 7 days at pH 9. In ATR-IR, the penetration depth (d p ) for the squared evanescent field 74 is~118 nm at 3400 cm −1 and then a probing depth was considered to be~354 nm (3d p at 3400 cm −1 ) in this study. This probing depth is comparable to the thickness of alteration layer on 2046-day-corroded ISG at pH 9, larger than that on 7-day-corroded ISG at pH 9, and much smaller than the thickness of alteration layer on samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days at pH 7. The spectral signal on the 7-day-corroded sample at pH 9 is lowest because the alteration layer thickness is less than the probing depth. The spectral signals on 2046-daycorroded ISG at pH 7 and pH 9 are comparable within the experimental uncertainty. These samples have pores with diameter larger than 2 nm and this makes capillary evaporation possible at 37% RH (see Fig. 3 ). The 7-day-corroded sample at pH 7 has no capillary evaporation at 37% RH (see Fig. 3 ) and its alteration layer thickness is larger than ATR-IR probing depth and has a porosity comparable to other three samples (see Fig. 2 and Table 1 ); as a result, this sample has a spectral signal higher than that of 2046-day-corroded samples. In real applications, corroded sample might be exposed to dry cycles between fully immersed periods in aqueous solutions, and adsorption and desorption of molecular water could make porous alteration layers susceptible to sorption-induced deformation. 75 The stability of alteration layer therefore could be reduced. The deformation of alteration layer with respect to changes in relative humidity and solution conditions (pH, electrolyte concentration, type of electrolyte, etc.) is under investigation and will be presented elsewhere.
Mid infrared (Mid-IR) spectroscopy has been used to study confined water. 28, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] Boissière et al. 76 studied confined water in lamellar structures of bis (2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate sodium salt Fig. 3 Water adsorption isotherms on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9. The isotherms are for layer 3 (thickest layer) on pH 7-corroded samples, and for layer 2 and layer 1 on pH 9-corroded samples for 7 days and 2046 days, respectively. Pore-size (diameter) distributions were calculated for 2046-day-corroded samples using both branches of the hysteresis loop. The 90% confidence intervals from the ellipsometry data analysis are shown in isotherm plots; but most of them are smaller than the symbol size.
(AOT) surfactants using Mid-IR spectroscopy and fitted the OH stretch band using three Gaussian peaks. The three peaks arẽ 3320 cm −1 , 3465 cm −1 , 3585 cm −1 , and they are named as "network" water, "intermediary" water, and "multimer" water, respectively. In the study of water confined in NaA zeolites (sodium form of the Linde Type A zeolite) using Mid-IR spectroscopy, Crupi et al. 28 deconvolved the obtained spectra into three components at~3290 cm −1 , 3470 cm −1 , and 3590 cm −1 . The authors could then monitor the change in contribution of three components to the overall spectrum upon temperature changes.
The ATR-IR spectra in this study were also fitted using three Gaussian peaks following the approach described above. 28, 76 During the spectral deconvolution, all fitting parameters were allowed to vary due to different porous structures of these corroded samples. Figure 6b shows the spectral fitting of ISG sample corroded for 7 days at pH 7. ATR-IR spectra (except the The HB length distributions were normalized to the peak populations given in the plots. Gel298, Gel598 and Gel998 correspond to the nano-porous structures generated at 298, 598, and 998 K, respectively. The blue, purple, and gray balls represent the oxygen, hydrogen, and silicon atoms, respectively. spectrum of 7-day-corroded sample at pH 9) could be fitted to three peaks centered at~3270 cm −1 , 3470 cm −1 , 3600 cm −1 (see Supplementary Table 1 in the SI). The spectrum of 7-day-corroded sample at pH 9 could still be fitted with three Gaussian peaks; however, due to the lower signal to noise ratio of this spectrum, the fitting was less accurate and the three peak centers are at lower wavenumbers in comparison to those of other samples. From MD simulation results, the peak centered at~3270 cm −1 could be assigned to SiOH hydrogen bonded to water and the one centered at~3470 cm −1 could be attributed to water species hydrogen bonded to each other (Fig. 4a, c) . Hydrogen bonds between water and oxygen on siloxane group (Fig. 4e ) could account for the peak centered at~3600 cm −1 . As noted above, however, the hydrogen bond length distribution is broad so that the vibrational bands of these hydrous species overlap significantly. Figure 6c shows the normalized integrated areas of peaks obtained from spectral deconvolutions. The results reveal that peak 1 (~3270 cm −1 ) has the highest percentage in all corroded samples, indicating the dominance of strongly hydrogen-bonded hydrous species in alteration layers containing nanopores. The percentages of peak 1 on pH 7-corroded samples appear to be slightly higher than those on pH 9-corroded ones; however, it should be noted that the fitting of a poorly resolved broad band with multiple component is always subject to a large error. Thus, small differences among the fit results would not have any significant meaning. Overall, based on the peak position and relative abundance of these three components, one can say that most hydrous species in these nano-porous alteration layers are strongly hydrogen-bonded to each other. Hydrous species on glass and porous samples have been investigated in other studies using ATR-IR spectroscopy. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [82] [83] [84] It has also been used to study the state of confined water with/ without the presence of electrolytes. 19, 81, 85 The water ingress into the glass surface upon leaching and corrosion in aqueous solutions was clearly demonstrated by an increase in the signal intensity of hydrous species after experiments. 48, 49 The SiOH/H 2 O ratio was found to be related to the glass composition and silicate network structure, 50, 86 and this ratio could be determined by a combination of ATR-IR spectroscopy and hydrogen depth profiling. 50 Information on the SiOH/H 2 O ratio with corrosion time in aqueous solution would support a better understanding of the glass corrosion mechanism.
SFG spectra of hydrous species ATR-IR spectroscopy was used to obtain vibrational spectra of hydrous species in the alteration layers and the spectra obtained show quite similar hydrogen bonding interactions in the alteration layers formed on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in pH 7 and pH 9 solutions. Being a linear optical technique, ATR-IR spectroscopy detects all IR active hydrous species, e.g., bulk and interfacial groups in the pores. Water adsorption, glass network dissolution, and ion exchange occur at surface and interface; thus it is important to understand hydrogen bonding interactions at internal or external interfaces. Owing to the non-centrosymmetric requirement of the second-order non-linear optical process, SFG spectroscopy in general detects only groups at surface (interface) and it is a very powerful technique for studies of interfacial species. 45, [87] [88] [89] SFG spectroscopy is a second-order non-linear optical technique in which two laser beams of different frequencies (ω 1 and ω 2 ) are overlapped temporally and spatially on a sample surface or an interface. The species at the surface/interface are polarized and oscillated to generate the third beam of photons (signal beam) with a frequency equal to the sum of two input frequencies (ω = ω 1 + ω 2 ). 88, 89 The technique has been used extensively to study hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species at optically flat surfaces and interfaces. 44, 45, 90 The spectral region of 3000-3600 cm −1 generally shows two OH stretch vibrational modes (bands) at~3200 cm −1 and~3400 cm −1 . The former is often attributed to strongly hydrogen-bonded OH stretch mode and the latter is generally assigned to weakly hydrogen-bonded one (see Fig. 5 ). These spectral features are also referred as "icelike" (or "solid-like") and "liquid-like" structures, respectively, in the literature. 44, 91 The precise assignments of these spectral bands, however, are controversial and still under investigations, 44, 90, [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] and this study will refer to these spectral features as 3200 cm −1 band and 3400 cm −1 band.
In this study, SFG spectroscopy was first used to study hydrogen bonding interactions on three reference glass samples: polished ISG (uncorroded), fused quartz and porous Vycor. The porous Vycor sample has a porosity of~28% and pores with an average pore diameter of 4 nm. 20, 103 It can be considered as a porous silica sample as it contains~96 wt.% silica. 104 The alteration layer on corroded ISG is silica-rich (see XPS results) and the use of these reference samples will provide a better understanding of the effects of alteration, chemical composition, and porous structure on the hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species on corroded ISG samples. SFG measurements of alteration layer/ liquid interface are extremely difficult for long-term corroded samples and in this study, the experiments were performed at different RH values to obtain information on the surface chemistry of the samples. Note that in real applications the corroded samples would be in dry cycles between immersion times. Hydrogen bonding interactions are significantly influenced by SiOH groups and SFG measurements at 0% RH can provide information about SiOH at surfaces/interfaces. The measurements at 40% RH reveal the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the samples while the ones at 90% RH provide information about hydrogen bonding interactions of solid/liquid interface.
The SFG spectra of the reference samples at different RH values are given in Fig. 7 . The spectra at 0% RH (Fig. 7a) show no discernible vibrational resonances in the region of 3000-3600 cm −1 and the OH stretch mode of the isolated SiOH group appears at 3740 cm −1 . It means that holding samples at 0% RH for >10 h removes a significant amount of physisorbed water molecules from the surface layers and the remaining hydrous species are below the detection limit of the SFG set-up and/or are in centrosymmetric medium. In this condition, the hydrous species are far from each other and the O···HO distance must be larger than 2.3 Å at which the HB interaction is negligible (see Fig. 5 ). 69, 105, 106 In the case of porous Vycor, we could not rule out the possibility that some hydrous species are trapped in closed pores, although we expect such possibility is low. If such species were indeed present, they could have a wide orientational distribution so that their SFG signal may not be collected efficiently in the reflection geometry. 107 The polished ISG has the lowest free SiOH signal (~3740 cm −1 ) while the Vycor sample shows the highest SFG intensity. The SFG intensity of free SiOH on Vycor is higher than that of fused quartz and it could be attributed to the higher volume density of SiOH in this sample due to its porosity and surface roughness (see Supplementary Fig. 6 in the SI). Although the lowest SFG intensity of free SiOH on polished ISG could be attributed to the lower OH surface concentration, it should be noted that the orientation of OH groups may also contribute to this lowest intensity. 100 The SFG spectrum of fused quartz at 0% RH is in good agreement with SFG spectra at 0% RH reported in the literature. 100, 108 SFG spectra of polished ISG, fused quartz, and Vycor at 40% RH are given in Fig. 7b . A significant amount of water is adsorbed to the glass surfaces, thus the SFG signals in the 3000-3600 cm −1 region show clear spectral features. The spectra at this RH value reveal a dominance of 3400 cm −1 band over 3200 cm −1 band. The oscillator strength ratio of these bands (A 3200 /A 3400 ) is given in Fig.  7d . The significantly larger SFG signal at~3400 cm −1 might mean the formation of water clusters around SiOH. 109, 110 The A 3200 /A 3400 ratio of fused quartz/water vapor interface is significantly larger than those of polished ISG and Vycor; the higher surface density of SiOH groups on the fused quartz facilitates the formation of a more uniform film of strongly hydrogen-bonded "ice-like" water layer. 91, 111 Figure 7b also shows that at 40% RH, the sharp peak of isolated SiOH at~3740 cm −1 is shifted to~3700 cm −1 and becomes broader. The presence of this shift has been assigned to the isolated SiOH group that is very weakly hydrogen-bonded; see Fig. 5 ). 100 The sample surface is not atomically flat and water molecules have only limited access to the isolated SiOH in the topographically depressed region where water access is sterically hindered. This peak has also been attributed to the OH stretch mode of water molecule with its hydrogen atom pointing toward the oxygen atom of siloxane BO group (see Fig. 4e ). 65 In the present study, SFG spectroscopy was performed at the air/solid interface, thus a contribution of free-OH stretch mode of molecular water is also possible. 44 The smaller intensity (by a factor of ≥2) and larger peak width of the 3700 cm −1 peak at 40% RH in comparison to the intensity and peak width of the 3740 cm −1 peak at 0% RH could be partly due to the multiple factors contributing to this peak and IR adsorption by the vapor phase. In the case of Vycor sample, due to the curvature of the pore surface, isolated SiOH interacting with the oxygen atom of nearby siloxane BO group may also contribute to the SFG signal at 3700 cm −1 (see Supplementary Fig. 5e in the SI). The SFG spectrum of air/fused quartz at 40% RH (Fig. 7b) shows a dominance of hydrogen-bonded OH stretch signal (3000-3600 cm −1 ) over the SFG intensity at~3700 cm −1 . This is different from what reported in the work by Liu et al. 108 in which SFG spectrum of silica/air interface at 54% RH still showed a strong OH stretching peak at~3750 cm −1 and very low signal in the 3000-3600 cm −1 region in comparison to that at 3750 cm −1 . This difference could be due to the different surface preparation methods used in the two studies. The amount of OH groups on silica surface can vary with the surface preparation method due to the nonequilibrium nature of glass. 65, 100 Also, a small variance in hydrophobicity of fused silica surface can affect the water adsorption behavior. 108, 109, 112 Figure 7c shows SFG spectra of polished ISG, fused quartz, and porous Vycor at 90% RH. SFG intensity is significantly higher than the intensity at 40% RH. The SFG intensity of fused quartz in the 3000-3600 cm −1 is significantly larger than that of two other samples. At 90% RH, there can be a thick layer of water formed on fused quartz surface 91 and constructive interference is possible between SFG photons generated at air/water and water/fused quartz interfaces. 100 As a result, enhancement of the hydrogen-bonded OH SFG signal could occur in the 3000-3600 cm −1 spectral region. The same can occur on the polished ISG surface. The signal intensity growth is relatively weaker for the porous Vycor glass; this might be due to the filling of internal pores, rather than growth of the uniform layer on the flat surface. The peaks at~3700 cm −1 in the SFG spectra of the polished ISG and fused quartz at 90% RH are narrower than those at 40% RH (see Supplementary Table 4 in the SI). In the SFG spectrum of Vycor at 90% RH in Fig. 7c, the~3725 cm −1 band is extremely small and broad. This must mean that the SiOH groups with very weak HB interactions are significantly decreased upon filling the pores inside.
At 90% RH, the A 3200 /A 3400 ratios are larger than those at 40% RH, especially in the case of polished ISG and porous Vycor. Note that the Vycor is porous and silica-rich; thus, its higher ratio in comparison to fused quartz might be attributed to the porous structure of silica-rich surface. The polished ISG has much lower Si-OH density than the silica-rich surfaces (see Fig. 7a ) that might lead to a smaller portion of strongly hydrogen-bonded OH groups in the SFG spectrum of the polished ISG surface. The 3400 cm −1 Fig. 6 ATR-IR spectra of hydrous species in the alteration layers formed on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silicasaturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9. The spectra were measured at~37% RH. a ATR-IR spectra; b Spectral fitting of the spectrum of the sample corroded for 7 days at pH 7; c Normalized integrated areas of bands obtained from spectral fittings.
band of Vycor at 90% RH is centered at~3360 cm −1 (see Supplementary Table 4 in the SI), which is somewhat lower than that of vapor/water (~3400 cm −1 ), 44 polished ISG (~3423 cm −1 ) and fused quartz (~3393 cm −1 ). The slightly stronger HBs of these hydrous species in Vycor could be induced by the confined geometry. Owing to the limited space in nanopores, the O···HO distance in HBs between water molecules can be shorter (see the Gel298 case in Fig. 4b ).
Humidity-dependent SFG analyses of three reference samples (Fig. 7) show that confined geometry of the nano-porous structure, as well as the surface SiOH density can affect the hydrogen bonding interactions in the adsorbed water layers. Figure 8 displays humidity-dependent SFG spectra of hydrous species on the alteration layers on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9. The fittings of these spectra are given in the SI ( Supplementary Table  4 ). SFG spectra of polished ISG were also shown for comparison. Recall that ATR-IR spectroscopy detects all IR active hydrous species within the probing volume, while vibrational SFG spectroscopy detects only vibrational modes lying in non-centrosymmetric medium. Because of that, the number of vibrational modes (number of hydrogen bond populations) and resonant frequencies results from two techniques can be different.
The SFG spectra of corroded ISG samples at 0% RH (Fig. 8a ) show no observable hydrogen bonding interactions in the spectral region of 3000-3600 cm −1 . Although these samples have alteration layers of different pore sizes (Fig. 3) , holding them at 0% RH for a long time removes a significant amount of physisorbed water molecules in open pores in the layers. The hydrogen-bonded hydrous species remaining on alteration layers, as discussed above, are below the detection limit. The SFG intensities of isolated SiOH at~3740 cm −1 on these corroded samples are comparable indicating similar amounts of free isolated SiOH groups lying in the non-centrosymmetric medium within the SFG coherence length from the external surface. The SFG intensity of uncorroded ISG sample at~3740 cm −1 is similar to that of corroded ones while they have higher surface roughness than the uncorroded ISG (see Supplementary Fig. 7 in the SI). It implies that SiOH groups in internal pores of alteration layers also contribute to the measured SFG signal. Fig. 7 Humidity-dependent SFG spectra of hydrous species on glass samples at different relative humidity values: 0% (a), 40% (b), 90% (c). The spectra were measured under ssp polarization combination and normalized to IR and visible beam intensities. The solid lines are fitted curves obtained from non-linear fittings of SFG spectra. The fit results are shown in Supplementary Table 4 in the SI. The plot in d shows oscillator strength ratio of 3200 cm −1 band (A 3200 ) and 3400 cm −1 band (A 3400 ) at 40 and 90% RH. Fig. 8 Humidity-dependent SFG spectra of hydrous species on the alteration layers formed on ISG samples corroded for 7 days and 2046 days in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9: 0% (a), 40% (b), 90% (c). SFG spectra of polished ISG were also shown for comparison. The spectra were measured under ssp polarization combination and normalized to IR and visible beam intensities. The solid lines are fitted curves obtained from non-linear fittings of SFG spectra. The fit results are shown in Supplementary Table 4 in the SI. The plot in d shows oscillator strength ratios of 3200 cm −1 band (A 3200 ) and 3400 cm −1 band (A 3400 ) at 40 and 90% RH. Figure 8b shows the SFG spectra of hydrous species on the alteration layers at 40% RH. The 3000-3600 cm −1 spectral region clearly reveals vibrational resonances upon the uptake of water on these corroded samples. This is consistent with results from spectroscopic ellipsometry that show a quick uptake of water into the alteration layer when the relative humidity was increased from 0% RH (Fig. 3) . The A 3200 /A 3400 ratios of the corroded ISG samples are significantly larger than that of porous Vycor (see Supplementary Table 5 in the SI), which must be due to the difference in surface chemistry, pore sizes and SiOH density between these samples. Figure 4a-d show that Gel298 (gel with smaller pores) has larger portions of shorter (stronger) O water ···H water bond and longer (weaker) O water ···H silanol bond in comparison to the other two gels with larger pores. Depending on the relative contributions of these HBs to the SFG spectra, the A 3200 /A 3400 ratio will vary (see also Supplementary Table 5 in the SI). The 2046-day (pH 9) corroded sample has the A 3200 /A 3400 ratio at 40% RH slightly larger than the other corroded samples at the same RH. It means that the portion of ordered hydrous species on this sample is larger than that on other samples. The presence of peaks at~3700 cm −1 could be explained similarly to the case of polished ISG, fused quartz, and Vycor. The SFG spectrum of uncorroded ISG is comparable to that of ISG corroded at pH 7 indicating that the hydrogen bonding interactions on these samples are similar.
The hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species in corroded ISG samples at 90% RH are shown in Fig. 8c . At this nearsaturation RH, the activity or chemical potential of water vapor is close to that of liquid water; thus, the SFG spectra in this condition could reveal hydrogen bonding interactions that are relevant to the liquid water backfilled pores in the alteration layer. One note of caution is that the pore chemistry might have been altered while the sample was retrieved from the corrosion medium. At 90% RH, most pores in the alteration layers are filled with molecular water as indicated by spectroscopic ellipsometry (Fig.  3) . The position of the 3400 cm −1 SFG bands of these samples (except the sample corroded for 2046 days at pH 7) is >10 cm −1 below that of air/liquid water (see Supplementary Table 4 in the SI) indicating that HBs are stronger in these samples containing nanopores. Figure 8d shows that A 3200 /A 3400 ratios of 2046-daycorroded samples are much larger than those of the samples corroded for 7 days and it could be due to the difference in pore network and surface chemistry. As mentioned before, the chemical potential or activity of water vapor at near-saturation humidity is very close to that of liquid water. If the water molecules in the pores are in equilibrium with the vapor phase of water, then the hydrogen bonding interactions detected with SFG could represent those of water molecules filling the pores when the sample is immersed in liquid water. Then, one can infer that the large population of strongly hydrogen-bonded hydrous species (giving a A 3200 /A 3400 SFG ratio > 7) might be the characteristic feature of the hydrous species at the stable and very slow corrosion rate in Stage-II. Again, it should be kept in mind that SFG can see only non-centrosymmetric components in the nano-porous medium and that fraction cannot be determined experimentally. The SFG spectrum of uncorroded ISG at 90% RH is very different from that of corroded ones and it is due to the difference in surface chemistry between the samples, as well as porous structure of alteration layers.
The SFG spectrum of the sample corroded for 2046 days at pH 7 is very different from that of other corroded samples, as well as polished ISG. For this sample, the 3200 cm −1 band is much broader than other samples (see Supplementary Table 4 in the SI) and the 3400 cm −1 band is shifted to 3500 cm −1 . It is difficult to conjecture how the small difference in the pore-size distribution of these samples (see Fig. 3 ) could cause such a drastic contrast in SFG spectra; thus, we speculate that there must be a significant difference in the surface chemistry of pores. There might be a formation of secondary products containing OH groups on this sample after being corroded for 2046 days in the solution at pH 7. The resonance mode at~3700 cm −1 could be attributed to hydrated isolated SiOH, 100, 102 or OH of water with hydrogen atom interacting with the siloxane BO groups (Fig. 4e in the MD section), 65 or free-OH of water at air/thin water layer interface.
The results in this study show a stark difference in the corrosion rate of ISG in silica-saturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9, as well as an evolution of pore size with corrosion time (see Figs 1-3) . The alteration layers contain a significant amount of hydrogen-bonded hydrous species (see ATR-IR results and discussion) and the hydrogen bonding interactions on nano-porous corroded layers are different from reference samples (Figs 7 and 8 ). However, it is still not obvious what caused such a large difference in the alteration layer thickness in neutral and slightly basic pH conditions. The corrosion processes of ISG glass in silicasaturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 are fundamentally similar. 38, 54 They both include the leaching of B and cations from the glass network, ion exchange, diffusion of water and other mobile species through the alteration layer, and hydrolysiscondensation reactions. 9 Previous studies showed that the dissolution rate of silica in a solution containing salt is maximum near neutral pH and in this condition the perturbation of surface water is maximized. 113, 114 At near neutral pH, the silica surface has a net-negative charge and it attracts hydrated cations to the surface, leading to a more disordered interfacial water structure. This disordered structure is maximized at near neutral pH 114 and it can cause a higher entropy state of the interfacial system and as a result, the dissolution rate is enhanced. 113, 114 In the current study, the corrosion solutions contained KCl and were silica-saturated. In these conditions, the dissolution of silicate network is insignificant; however, the alteration layer formed at pH 7 is much thicker than that formed at pH 9. The study by Gin et al. 9 shows that the gel reorganization is a continuous process and it is the key factor contributing to the extremely low water diffusivity (transport) in the alteration layer and therefore limited dissolution of glass. Based on results obtained in this study and the literature, we speculate that the transport of water and mobile species in the alteration layer is slower at pH 9 than pH 7. A slower transport could be possible in an alteration layer containing more smaller pores ( Fig. 3) filled with strongly hydrogen-bonded species (Fig.  8d , 90% RH case).
In summary, alteration layers formed on ISG corroded in silicasaturated solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 have a very similar chemical composition as revealed by XPS. Spectroscopy ellipsometry showed that these layers are nano-porous and their pore size evolves with corrosion time in aqueous solutions. Owing to the confined geometry in the layers, various hydrogen bonds between hydrous species were identified by molecular dynamics simulations. Strongly hydrogen-bonded hydrous species are dominant in the nano-porous layers and interfacial hydrogen bonding interactions of these species on alteration layers formed in solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 are different. Further analyses are necessary to link these differences to the mobility of hydrous species and eventually to the glass dissolution rates.
METHODS
Sample preparation
A master block of ISG 53 was provided by MoSci Corp. and was cut into coupons (2 × 2 × 0.1 cm). One large face of each coupon was polished to an optical finish using SiC paper and diamond paste. 38, 115 The samples were then cleaned thoroughly using acetone and corroded in aqueous solutions at 90°C initially saturated with soluble silica as described in refs 38, 115 . During the corrosion experiments (7 days and 2046 days), the solution pH was held at 7 ± 0.25 or 9 ± 0.1 by adjusting with a trace amount of 0.01 M KOH and 0.01 M HNO 3 solutions periodically. The corrosion solutions at pH 7 and pH 9 contained K + ions with an initial concentration of 6.8 g/L, and 3.2 g/L, respectively. After retrieving from aqueous solutions, samples were rinsed quickly with deionized water, dried at 90°C for 12 h and stored in a desiccator prior to other analyses.
The polished ISG, porous Vycor, and fused quartz were used as reference samples in SFG experiments. The polished ISG was cleaned thoroughly in acetone, ethanol, and water. The Vycor sample (#7930 provided by Corning Inc.) was boiled in a solution of 30% hydrogen peroxide for several hours to remove organic residues and then rinsed thoroughly with DI water. The fused quartz sample was 1 mm thick and one large face was roughened using a glass etching cream (Armour Etch 15-0250) to prevent possible interference in SFG measurement by the signal generated on the backside. This sample was immersed in Nanostrip (commercial piranha, VWR) for at least 12 h and then rinsed thoroughly with DI water. The samples were dried under a nitrogen flow and UV/ozone cleaned for at least 30 min before introducing into the SFG cell. All beakers and tweezers used in the study were cleaned with Liquinox detergent (Alconox, Inc.) and rinsed with a copious amount of DI water.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
The elemental depth profiles for Si, O, Na, B, Al, Ca, and Zr in the corroded ISG samples were determined using an XPS instrument (PHI VersaProbe II, Physical Electronics, Inc., Chanhassen, MN, USA) equipped with a monochromatic Al-K α X-ray source. 49, 116 The depth profile of K + was not measured in this study, but it is known that K + ions in the solution ingress into the alteration layer. 42 The raster sputtering scan over an area of 2 × 2 mm 2 was performed using a 4 keV Ar + beam. The depth profile of a SiO 2 thin film with a known thickness was measured to determine the sputter rate. The sputtering steps for samples corroded for 7 days (pH 7), 2046 days (pH 7), 7 days (pH 9), and 2046 days (pH 9) were 130, 323, 24, and 48 nm, respectively. During the XPS profile measurements, the crater depths created were 1227, 3488, 220 nm, and 388 nm for 7 days (pH 7), 2046 days (pH 7), 7 days (pH 9), and 2046 days (pH 9), respectively.
Humidity-dependent spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)
The porosity and pore size of alteration layers formed on ISG samples were characterized using a rotating compensator spectroscopic ellipsometer (Alpha-SE, J.A. Woollam Co.) equipped with a sample cell and an airflow system that allow to control the RH within the cell during the SE measurements. The ellipsometer has a wavelength range of 381-893 nm with a wavelength increment of~6 nm. The RH value in the cell was monitored using an RH meter with its probe inserted into the cell. The water isotherm was determined for both adsorption and desorption processes. Detailed experimental procedure and data analysis can be found in ref. 40 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of hydrogen bonding interactions of hydrous species in nano-porous silica gels LAMMPS 117 software was used to perform all MD simulations using a Diffuse Charge Reactive potential initially developed by Mahadevan and Garofalini for the simulation of bulk water 118 and later parameterized for sodium 119 and other elements. Details of the parameters used are given in the previous paper, 119 as well as in the Supplementary Information (SI). Glass structures were initially generated using the above potential by MDmelt-quenching a random glass with a molar composition of 76.8% SiO 2 , 14.4% Al 2 O 3 and 8.8% CaO. Sodium and boron were not included since they were completely leached out of the alteration layer. The glass composition for MD does not include Zr since the current reactive potential has no parameters for this element and the original Zr content is low (~2 mol%). The MD-melt-quench procedure for this glass has been listed in earlier works 120, 121 and consists of increasing the temperature of all atoms in the box to 6298 K for the present system and gradually cooling the system to 1298 K under NVT conditions (constant particle number, volume, and temperature) and then further allowing the system to evolve to the equilibrium density by further cooling to 298 K under NPT conditions (constant particle number, pressure, and temperature). This resulted in a glass with a density of~2.45 g/cc and conformed to the atomistic structure of glass in terms of its pair distribution functions. The charge scaling method, 122 which has also been used to generate gel structures with other potentials, 123 was used to generate porous gel structures. Thus, the glass boxes were all enlarged and the charges on all species reduced to 20% of their standard values and NVT simulations were carried out for 50 ps. The charges were gradually increased to 30%, 40%, 60%, 80% and eventually 100% with 50 ps at each step. By conducting these NVT simulations at 298, 598, and 998 K, the pore sizes and the structure of the gels could be controlled. After the charges were scaled to 100% of the original value, a final NPT simulation at different temperatures was done for another 50 ps to allow the system to evolve to its equilibrium density. The resultant nano-porous structures (named Gel298, Gel598, and Gel998 for the 298, 598, and 998 K processed gels, respectively) had poresize distributions as shown in Fig. 9 . The average pore sizes were 6.95, 9.98, and 17.53 Å for the gels obtained by processing at 298, 598, and 998 K, respectively. Thus, higher equilibration temperature led to porous structures with larger sized pores, which are due to higher available thermal energy to rearrange the pore structures.
Following the pore structure generations, water molecules at a density of~1 g/cm 3 were inserted into the pore areas of the gels using the "regions" feature in the LAMMPS software. The resultant gel-water system was run under NVT conditions for~2 ns to study the hydrogen bonding interactions and the structural information. We used the pair distribution function to evaluate the distribution of hydrogen bond distances. The first OH peak is around 0.97 Å and extends to a maximum of 1.2 Å and hence the first major peak in the pair distribution beyond 1.2 Å was used as the qualifying criterion for hydrogen bonds. The vibrational density of states (VDOS-spectrum) of hydrous species in gels based on MD results was calculated and VDOS spectra are given in Supplementary Fig. 4 in the SI.
Attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy
The amount of hydrous species (Si-OH and molecular water) in the alteration layer was measured using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer equipped with a 20x objective and a Germanium crystal (Bruker Hyperion 3000). The incident angle of the IR beam was 37°and an area of 70 × 70 μm 2 was examined. Each spectrum was an average of 100 scans and a spectral resolution of 4 cm −1 was set for the data collection. The experiments were performed at room relative humidity (~37%). A spectrum of air at room RH was used as the reference.
Vibrational sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy
The hydrogen bonding interactions on the alteration layer were studied using a scanning pico-second sum frequency generation spectrometer (EKSPLA, Lithuania). The SFG measurements were performed using a reflection geometry and more details of the SFG set-up can be found elsewhere. 124 Briefly, a tunable infrared (IR) beam from an optical parametric generator and amplifier (OPG/OPA) pumped by 1064 nm and 532 nm laser beams and a visible (Vis, 532 nm) beam from the pico-second laser were overlapped spatially and temporally on the sample surface to generate a third beam with frequency equal to the sum of IR and Vis frequencies. This SFG beam was then filtered using a monochromator and detected using a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The incident angles of IR and 532 nm beams were 56°and 60°with respect to the surface normal, Fig. 9 Relative distribution of pore size in the glasses processed at different temperatures, normalized to the volume fraction of the largest pores. The average pore sizes were 6.95, 9.98, and 17.53 Å for the gels obtained by processing at 298, 598, and 998 K, respectively.
respectively. The step scan in SFG experiments was 10 cm −1 in the frequency range of 3000-4000 cm −1 and each data point was an average of 300 pulses. The SFG spectra were collected with a polarization combination of ssp (s-polarized SFG, s-polarized 532 nm, p-polarized IR) and normalized to IR and visible beam intensities to account for the laser power fluctuation. The spectra obtained were then fitted using non-linear curve fittings in Matlab (see the Supplementary Information).
The relative humidity during the SFG measurements was controlled by mixing a dry nitrogen flow and a water vapor-saturated nitrogen flow. Before the collection of SFG spectra of samples at 0% RH, the samples were held in a closed cell with dry nitrogen purging for at least 10 h. At other RH values, the samples were purged with a flow of nitrogen at a specific relative humidity for at least 30 min before the data collection. The dry or humid nitrogen constantly flowed through the cell during the SFG experiments.
